Agenda Item 10
Report to Healthier Communities and
Adult Social Care Scrutiny and Policy
Development Committee
Wednesday 10th March 2021

Report of:
Policy and Improvement Officer
______________________________________________________________
Subject:
Work Programme
______________________________________________________________
Author of Report: Emily Standbrook-Shaw, Policy and Improvement Officer
Emily.Standbrook-Shaw@sheffield.gov.uk
______________________________________________________________
This is the last Healthier Communities and Adult Social Care Scrutiny
Committee meeting scheduled for the 2020/2021. The Committee’s work
programme for the year is set out below, if the Committee wishes to make any
comments.
______________________________________________________________
Type of item: The report author should tick the appropriate box
Reviewing of existing policy
Informing the development of new policy
Statutory consultation
Performance / budget monitoring report
Cabinet request for scrutiny
Full Council request for scrutiny
Call-in of Cabinet decision
Briefing paper for the Scrutiny Committee
Other
The Scrutiny Committee is being asked to:


Consider and comment on the work programme

Category of Report: OPEN
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HC&ASC Work Programme 2020/21
Date

Issue
Impact of Covid 19 on Adult Social Care in Sheffield – to consider the impact on service users, staff and providers, and
how the system is responding to the issues.

22nd July 2020

Test, Trace & Isolate - To understand how the national system operates; to understand how we are supporting and
augmenting the national system in Sheffield; to seek assurance that the system in Sheffield is operating effectively.

19th August 2020

Impact of Covid on Mental Health and accessing services – to consider the impact of Covid 19 on mental health in the
city, with a particular focus on accessing services.
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16th June 2020

Sheffield Health & Social Care Trust: Improvement Plan – to consider the how the Trust is addressing issues raised
through the recent CQC inspection.
14th October 2020

Strategic Review of Adult Social Care - Early involvement from Committee to help shape the direction, priorities and
vision for ASC in Sheffield.
Continuing Healthcare & Winter Plannning - To consider how are we using the learning/good practice developed during
Covid to inform future development – including learning from people’s experience; How CHC fits in with approach to
winter planning
Continence Services Review – to consider and approve the report of the scrutiny working group.

3

11th November 2020

Update on Test, Trace and Isolate – To consider performance and current issues – local focus but recognising some issues
are national

9th December 2020

Primary Care – to consider how Primary Care adapted during Covid and how it will operate moving forwards.

13th January 2021

Health Inequalities and Covid 19 – to consider how the Covid-19 has affected health inequalities in the City, and plans to
tackle this.

10th February 2021

Maintaining a Stable Adult Social Care Market - to consider the strategic review of care provider fees before a decision
is made by Cabinet
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Impact of Covid 19 on Access to Dental Services – to consider what the impact has been in on services in Sheffield.

10th March 2021

Sheffield Health & Social Care Trust – CQC Improvement Plan Progress Update – focussing on what the changes will
mean for people who use services. (Jan Ditheridge/Mike Hunter SHSCFT)
Mental Health and Covid 19 – update following August 2020 Scrutiny discussion including progress made on actions from
the Rapid Health Impact Assessment work. (Heather Burns, Steve Thomas, NHS Sheffield CCG, Sam Martin SCC)
Covid & Disability – to consider the work of the Scrutiny Sub Group looking at the experience and impact of Covid on
disabled people.

Potential Issues for consideration
Impact of Covid on hospital services – waiting times and lists.
Community Pharmacy – impact of Covid 19 and the new pharmacy contract.

4

Vaccine Roll-Out
Response to Scrutiny’s Continence Services Report
Direct Payments To consider the review of the direct payment model and help shape future direction
All Age Disability Approach - Transition for young people into adulthood – improving outcomes. Initially focussed on social care. Possible joint
work with Children and Young People Scrutiny Committee
People Keeping Well – to consider how the People Keeping Well programme is operating and performing.
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